
Survey Your Friendship Landscape
Have you ever stepped back and taken stock of the friendships in your life? This exercise will
give you a helpful overview of your ‘friendship landscape’ by measuring a few key qualities. It
will offer detail on how different aspects of different friendships feel to you.

This exercise offers perspectives on friendships through a few different lenses.
Think of it like an insightful perch from which to view the landscape of your friendships.

*Remember, this is not a contest!*
This exercise isn’t a means of ranking your friends from ‘best’ downwards. There are many types
and qualities of friendships, and there isn’t much value in comparing any two relationships in
terms of ‘better’ or ‘worse.’ Friends have value at all points on the spectrum; we need people at
various points in all our lives.

How to do it.
Think of 5 or 6 people (or as many as you can think of) that you would consider your closest
friends.

Now, for each scale below, place each friend’s initials on the spectrum. Choose placement
consistently, based on the highest point where you feel confident that friendship would thrive
and function. Each higher level includes those below it.

Your results on the first spectrum may look something like this:

On the next page are some examples to reference for each spectrum.



Examples of 5 Levels of Conversation:
1. Surface Level - Small talk is easy and natural.
2. Factual - ‘Did you know?’s and reflecting on events
3. Ideas and Opinions - Expressing opinions on drama, cultural, and political issues.
4. Feelings and Needs - Talking about struggles with unmet needs, and the emotions

experienced.
5. Vulnerability and Truth - Feeling accepted and safe while sobbing and revealing

depression, grief, or guilt.

Examples of Being There:
1. Casual / Happenstance - Would hear you out about a minor struggle at work, for under 10

minutes.
2. Light - Would go on a walk and chat about relationship struggles. Would cover your lunch

if you forgot your wallet.
3. Medium - Would cancel their evening plans to listen to you grieving. Would spend a

weekend helping you with a building or repair project.
4. Heavy - Would come live with you for a week to take care of you after you’ve had surgery.

Would let you live with them after moving to a new city, rent-free, until you get your
footing.

5. Thick and Thin - Would put themselves in danger to save you from an existential threat.

Examples of Play/Fun:
1. Active - We do stuff together.
2. Relaxation - We hang out together. We can let our guard down and be cozy or play games.
3. Co-op Fun - We’d do unique adventures together. If we played team sports together, we’d

be ‘into it’ with/for each other.
4. Vacation - We’d spend 1 week traveling together.
5. Mega-Adventure - We’d share long-term adventurous experiences like a month-long road

trip.

Knowing and Being Known:
You can do this from the point of view of you knowing them, vice versa, or both mutually. Choose
your own angle, and perhaps repeat the exercise from a different angle later!
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Build Something - Workplace Friendships
There is one more spectrum we’ll consider. Friendships in the workplace are not trivial. Like

other friendships, they can bring meaning to our days and provide vessels for Love, Discovery,

Expression, and Service.

Consider these examples on this spectrum:

1. One-Time - Would work together on a one-time volunteer gig.

2. Here and There - Would create something simple like a birthday party for another

coworker.

3. More Involved - Would create and run a fundraising drive together.

4. Frequent Collaboration - Would collaborate often on creative projects.

5. Beyond ‘Work’ - Would start and run a business or program together.

Now What?
Throughout this exercise, did you get the impression of putting people in ‘boxes?’
It’s in our nature to compare and categorize. So how can we take stock of our friendships while
remaining open to various forms of friendship?
Moving forward, consider these tips as you survey your landscape of friendship from day to day.

No One Needs to Be Different

● In our “Garden of Friendship,” we don’t want strawberries to be cucumbers and peaches to
be squash. Friends occupy many different places/roles/kinds in our lives, and all can be
tasty, differently.

● We can’t have 10 BFFs, and casual friends offer important benefits for us (and them).



● Imagine if everyone on your list were all 5’s across the board.  That would be bizarre.
● Instead of “this friend(s) should be better/different/higher” try “here’s how I see this

quality of that relationship now . . . how do I feel about that? Would I like it to be
different?  Why?”

Some Helpful Afterthoughts
“Now that I think about it . . .”

● I am interested in developing that relationship.  I bet we’d both really enjoy that!
● I’m noticing that _____ dimension doesn’t have anyone in the 3-5 range, and I’d like it to.
● The _____ dimension doesn’t have the number of people (or any) on it that I’d enjoy. I’m

going to work on that.
● Movement - Consider time...how have these people changed on the scale over time? Some

are in the same place (again, neither good nor bad). Some have moved, and “in my
estimation, slower than I’d like – I’ll spend more time there.”

Embrace Complexity. Embrace Friendship.
Love, including friendship, is a cornerstone of meaning, life’s most important element of
well-being. It has depths, vistas, nooks, crannies, evolution, diversity, surprises, and nourishment
beyond any other human experience.

Friendships can raise the baseline of your overall happiness / satisfaction / well-being. They
bring more levity, balance, support, and joy to every day.

Friendship has enormous benefits; harvest them.


